
CRAZY 581 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 581 Anal Sex Passion: Ep59 

"Fuck yes! Ooh Niiick, oh my god! Uuunghh fuuuck... I'm cumming ogoin, yeeeesss!" 

 

Ponting ond shoking ond circling her fingertips on her nector-drenched clit with feverish speed, Tesso 

felt like she wos obout to poss out from sheer pleosure os o mossive wove of row butt-centric bliss 

exploded outword from her dick-pocked osshole ond woshed over her 

"Fuck yes! Ooh Niiick, oh my god! Uuunghh fuuuck... I'm cumming again, yeeeesss!" 

 

Panting and shaking and circling her fingertips on her nectar-drenched clit with feverish speed, Tessa felt 

like she was about to pass out from sheer pleasure as a massive wave of raw butt-centric bliss exploded 

outward from her dick-packed asshole and washed over her 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 582 Anal Sex Passion: Ep60 

Before she could even have the time to get a sense of what was happening, Tessa had felt her panties 

being pulled down along her thighs, her fleshy asscheeks being parted by Nick's hands and his face 

burying itself between them. The next thing Tessa had registered was the pussy-drenching feel of Nick's 

talented tongue starting to lap and slurp and 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 583 Anal Sex Passion: Ep61 

"Duh, of course we talk about your dick! I mean, you know Mia... She talks about your dick all the time 

when she watches us fuck!" Tessa chuckled, teasingly winking at Nick, finding it empowering and 

exciting to see him so taken by her anal skills that he could barely organize his thoughts. At the same 

time, her breathing was getting more and more 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 584 Anal Sex Passion: Ep62 

Locked in a wild make out session, perfectly attuned in the complementary motions of his upward 

thrusting dick and her wildly bouncing ass, Nick and Tessa became completely fused as they let the 

physical bliss of their anal coupling carry them away once again. With their mouths glued to each other 

in a breathless, uninterrupted soulkiss, the lovers 

 



 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 585 Anal Sex Passion: Ep63 

As Tessa let out a languid yelp of anal joy, Mia bit her smirking lips in anticipation and stepped closer to 

the lovers. Tessa's words had gotten Mia even hornier than she already was, so she didn't think twice 

about kicking off her shoes and removing her ass-hugging jeans before plopping down on the couch 

beside Nick to get an even better view of 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 586 Anal Sex Passion: Ep64 

Obscenely widened around the fat girth of Nick's raging boner, Tessa's rosy butt-ring looked even more 

inviting to Mia than the fleshy rump-skewering intruder it was currently squeezing and gripping and 

suckling on, so much so that she was momentarily distracted from pursuing the even juicier prize that 

was Tessa's pristine slit. Practically drooli 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 587 Anal Sex Passion: Ep65 

As Nick ran his hands up along Tessa's thighs until he was holding onto the pits of her knees and pulling 

her legs back to really spread them nice and open, Mia aligned his huge pole with Tessa's eager asshole 

and guided his bloated purple glans into her winking, cum-glazed and now spittle-shiny butt-ring. The 

feel of Nick's cockhead slipping into 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 588 Anal Sex Passion: Ep66 

Indeed, in that position Nick's mobility was quite limited, but neither him nor Tessa were bothered by it. 

Grinding his hips and bucking them up at a steady tempo, Nick fucked Tessa's tight asshole with short 

strokes that unfailingly allowed at least three quarters of his enormous dong to remain snugly tucked 

inside her rippling anal passage, causi 

 

 

 



CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 589 Anal Sex Passion: Ep67 

Memories of her clumsy and somewhat confused high school lesbian affairs surged unbidden inside 

Mia's mind, flooding her with a sense of excitement so innocent and fresh and strong as she rarely got 

to feel these days. Of course, reliving those sensations in the present, when she was in fact vastly 

experienced and comfortable with girl-on-girl stuf 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 590 Anal Sex Passion: Ep68 

Enormous as it always felt inside her snug little asshole, Nick's schlong was never as thick and huge as it 

was during his ejaculations, and this time was no exception. Swelling indecently at the same time as her 

jam-packed chute contracted in assgasmic pleasure around it, Nick's cum-spewing truncheon felt so 

impossibly big up her ass that Tessa's 

 

 

 

 


